Author Releases Refreshing, Faith-Based Collection of Short Stories

Tom McAllister, who writes under the pen name B. A. Brightlight, highlights God’s presence in a diverse array of relatable and touching life experiences in new book.

GAINESVILLE, Ga. (PRWEB) February 11, 2019 -- An entrepreneur, Christ-follower and writer has released his refreshing and faith-based collection of short stories that demonstrate how God’s presence can be found in even the most ordinary moments of life.

In “Short Strolls in Faith,” author Tom McAllister, who writes under the pen name B. A. Brightlight, presents an encouraging respite from current political, economic and social chaos, reminds readers that the greatest threat to the modern world is spiritual decay and empowers them to find their purpose and meaning in life through Christ.

“Throughout my career as a business consultant, we always speak of ‘Best Practices’ or what is the best way to conduct a project, and for many years, I’ve contemplated how to define a ‘Best Practices’ for living life,” McAllister said. “So, through this book, I sought to break down the basic spiritual concepts of following Christ into small pieces using short stories. As our nation continues to morally slide toward the secular, the purpose of ‘Short Strolls in Faith’ is to encourage the faithful and instigate a thoughtful conversation with skeptics through these uplifting vignettes.”

“This book is wonderful and provides unique insight into life today as a Christian,” a reader wrote in a five-star review of the book on Amazon. “Author is brilliant and insightful. Love this book – great gift for anyone.”

A relatable and touching anthology that twines poignant bits of truth with deeply human moments, “Short Strolls in Faith” provides a different example of what it means to walk in faith in each of its stories and offers readers spiritual food for thought that will encourage believers and challenge nonbelievers.

“Short Strolls in Faith”  
By B. A. Brightlight  
Available through WestBow Press, Barnes & Noble and Amazon

About the author  
Tom McAllister, who writes under the pen name B. A. Brightlight, is a business consultant and entrepreneur specializing in organizational change management, process improvement and developing technology solutions for Fortune 500 companies as well as small and midsize corporations. He previously served as the founder and CEO of CMAC, Inc., a technology consulting firm in Atlanta, and has led companies ranging from recruiting firms to a barbecue restaurant. A former naval supply officer, McAllister holds a bachelor’s degree in nuclear engineering from Georgia Tech and a master’s degree in logistics management from Florida Tech. He serves as a Stephen minister at First Baptist church in Gainesville, Ga., where he and his wife currently reside. To learn more, please visit www.babrightlight.com.
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